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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The flight plan that we will follow today is as follows: we will take a look….



THE VISION 
Global Air Navigation Planning 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is a Japanese proverb that says, “Vision without action is a day-dream, action without vision is a nightmare”, probably you have some one similar proverb here. Do you? We do not in Spain. So based on this, I would like to ask you a question:  



Do we know where to go? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Do we know where to go? What do you think? The answer is yes, and it was during the opening of this seminar that the Director General reminded us about it. 



Yes! 

To achieve an interoperable global air traffic 
management system, for all users during all 
phases of flight, that meets agreed levels of 
safety, provides for optimum economic 
operations, is environmentally sustainable and 
meets national security requirements  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We want to achieve an……This is outlined in the Global Air Traffic Management Operational Concept. It is only by looking to the past, the present and the future that we can have the best possible integrated pictureSo lets look to the past a little bit…



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Do you who she is? She is Kane Tanaka, the eldest known person in the world currently alive (116). She was born in January 1903. In December of that same year the first flight happened. Brasil: Santos Dumont fue el primer hombre en despegar a bordo de un avión, impulsado por un motor aeronáutico; algunos consideran a los hermanos Wright como los primeros en realizar esta hazaña, debido al despegue que ellos manifestaron haber realizado el 17 de diciembre de 1903. Sin embargo, Santos Dumont fue el primero en cumplir un circuito preestablecido, bajo la supervisión oficial de especialistas en la materia, periodistas y ciudadanos parisinos. El 23 de octubre de 1906, voló cerca de 60 metros a una altura de 2 a 3 metros del suelo con su 14-bis, en el campo de Bagatelle en París.Argentina: The first aircraft landed in Argentina febrero de 1910, en un aeropuerto improvisado en la localidad de Longchamps, provincia de Buenos Aires, el piloto francés Henri Brégi hace una demostración con una máquina “más pesada que el aire”, que había traído de Francia. Se trató del primer vuelo mecanizado de Sudamérica, hazaña que cumplió el piloto francés sobre el hipódromo y decampados, aledaños. Dicha acción significó el nacimiento de la aviación nacional y sudamericana.Chile: Por iniciativa de los primos Miguel Covarrubias Valdés y David Echeverría Valdés para festejar el centenario de Chile tuvieron la idea de traer al país un biplano Voisin. La hazaña aeronáutica fue encomendada a los hermanos franceses Cesár y Félix Copetta Brossio. El 21 de agosto de 1910, luego de los preparativos, Cesár Copetta realiza el primer vuelo de un avión en Chile, a bordo de un biplano Voisin. Copetta surca los cielos nacionales en el sector de la Chacra Valparaíso, actualmente Plaza Ramón Cruz ubicada en la comuna de Ñuñoa.Peru: Las primeras dos décadas del pasado siglo significaron para la mayoría de países de América del Sur el despertar hacia nuevos horizontes tecnológicos y políticos. Perú no fue ajeno a ello, y 1911 significó para nuestro país la conquista de dos nuevas fronteras: la subacuática con la llegada de los primeros submarinos y los cielos , con la realización del primer vuelo en una máquina guiada con motor , un biplano tipo Voisin Bordeaux. Hace exactamente 100 años , un 15 de enero de 1911, nuestro compatriota Juan Bielovucic Cavalié inicia la aviación en el Perú con el primer vuelo sobre los cielos de Lima. Empleó para ello un biplano de construcción francesa marca Voisin. Piloto peruano llegó de París con su máquina. Logró elevarse 40 m y el vuelo duró 1 minuto.Panama: El 21 de abril de 1912, el estadounidense Clarence A. de Giers realizo la hazaña del primer vuelo propulsado en toda la republica de Panama.  Clarence despego su aviaon monoplano Bleriot XI en el área conocida como Sabana de Juan Franco (hoy dia Galerias Obarrio) a eso de las 4:15pm, ante na multitud de mas de 4000 espectadores. Venezuela: El primer vuelo sobre Venezuela se ejecutó en Caracas el 29 de septiembre de 1912, realizado por el piloto estadounidense Frank E. Boland,123 (1880-1913) habitante de Rahway, Nueva Jersey4 y su asistente Charles Hoeflich y equipo, en un biplano diseñado por Boland, construido a base de madera5 y tela con motor de 60 caballos y peso de 300 kilogramos.Paraguay: El 17 de noviembre de 1914, el primer piloto paraguayo, Silvio Pettirossi sobrevolaba magistralmente en los alrededores del Cabildo, dejando atónitos a miles de paraguayos que se congregaron en el lugar para ser partícipes de una demostración aérea descomunal. Bolivia: El 17 de abril de 1920, los habitantes de La Paz quedaron electrizados durante tres minutos. Esa tarde, el avión triplano estadounidense Curtiss Wasp 18T conquistó el firmamento boliviano; era el primer vuelo en el altiplano y el inicio de la era aeronáutica en Bolivia.Colombia: Piloto y acompañante transportaron un saco con 164 cartas y lo lanzaron sobre la plaza de Puerto Colombia. Ambos vuelos causaron una enorme sensación en el público de Barranquilla. El Imparcial del 19 de junio de 1919. El primer vuelo comercial en Colombia (1920) Lo hizo Scadta, Sociedad Colombo Alemana de Transporte Aéreo, que con el tiempo se llamaría Avianca. El vuelo se hizo entre Barranquilla y Puerto Berrío el 20 de septiembre de 1920.Time went by and when Kane was approximately 50 World War II happened. During World War II, she worked in a store selling rice cakes with her husband Hideo. After Hideo and her son died during the war, she continued working in the store before retiring at age 63. the tremendous development of avaition during World War II demonstrated the need for an international organization to assist and regulate international flight for peaceful purposes, as a result in 1944 the Convention on International Civil aviation was signed. Another 50 years afterwards, when Kane was 103 years, the first flight of the biggest pax aircraft took place on 27 April 2005. 



A PLAN TO REALIZE THE VISION 
Global Air Navigation Planning 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By that time, more of less, we realize that we needed a plan, and this is the global of the Global air navigation plan



Global Air Navigation Planning 
2002 2007 2013 2016 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Technology to performance driven….



GANP 2013 
“Increase the capacity and improve the efficiency 
of the global civil aviation system” 

• Through the GANP, offer a long-term vision to assist 
all aviation stakeholders, and ensure continuity and 
harmonization among modernization programmes 

• Through the Aviation System Block Upgrades (ASBU), 
provide a consensus-driven modernization framework 
for integrated planning based on performance 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2013, [click] we worked with States and industry to [click] define the Aviation System Block Upgrade (ASBU) framework. This global operational framework allows all Member States to advance their air navigation capabilities based on their specific operational requirements and at the same time helps manufacturers, service providers and regulators to understand where their system is in comparison with other ANSPs with similar profiles. The operational improvements descried in the ASBU framework are not mandatory and they should not be implemented everywhere, but only where there is an specific operational scenario where the system performance needs to be improved.



GANP 2016 
• Objectives 

– International and overarching framework of a global investment 
plan: make it more usable towards implementation 

– Keep it stable while making the necessary updates/additions 
– Adjust the periodicity to the Assembly and ICAO editing cycles 

 

• A Planning Document for Implementation 
– GANP should serve as a comprehensive planning tool to support 

the development and implementation of a harmonized global 
air navigation system 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Maintain stabilityChanged periodicity of BlocksImproved consistency of Block naming,       description and presentationCreation of GANP webpageAddition of new topicsNotion of minimum pathPerformance-based approachATM logical architectureFinancial aspects (MDWG-ASBU)So, with this view of the future described as window panes to “fly through” with our modernization programs, we see that a lot of forward planning is required, and this will be captured in the Global Air Navigation Plan.  Our last update of the GANP endorsed by the ICAO General Assembly in September last year,  was a modest amendment of the fourth Edition.However, we have already started to work on the 2019 edition of the Global Air Navigation Plan. What I can tell you now is that the sixth edition to be endorsed in 2019 will be based on a multilayer structure with an executive, planning, regional and national level. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, now looking at the future the question is: what is next?



2019 Update of the GANP 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain the GANP



• Web based application: reports 
• Global Frameworks: BBBs & ASBUs 
• Performance-based Approach 
• Performance-based decision making method for 

defining implementation strategies 
• KPIs Catalogue 

2019 Update of the GANP 

• Front door for all stakeholders to ICAO 
• Document endorsed at highest 

political level 
• Written in executive language 
• Contents derived from underlying 

levels 
• Global Performance Ambitions 

 

• ANP with the template approved by ICAO Council 
• Online tool for PfAs 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain the GANP



Main Goals of the 2019 GANP 

• Evolution of the global air navigation system 
– Promote investment in innovation through research and development activities 
– Align Regional Research and Development Programmes 

 

• Support implementation 
– ASBU framework 
– Alignment global, regional and national planning 
– Performance-based decision making method 
– Optimize allocation and use of resources for air navigation 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There was a moment when aviation used to drive technological innovation. (look for an application/innovation from aviation on a daily basis). Nowadays, other industries lead technological innovation such as communications, banking or leisure. In order to ensure a more efficient aviation is therefore necessary to promote innovation and to study the possibility of adopting best practices from other industries by promoting research and development activities. Some research and development activities are taking place at a regional level in Programme such as SESAR, Next Gen, CARATS or CAAMS… in order to make an effective use of the resources employed in these Programmes, it is necessary to ensure the alignemnet of these activities in a very early stage. This is the main goal of Block 2 and specially 3 and 4 of the ASBU framework. This will ensure a coordinated  development of the enablers for this framework. The ASBU framework is therefore a group of operational improvements/best practices on different stages of maturity (conceptual, validation, standardization or implementation) available for enhancement of the air navigation system. There are no processes within this framework. The processes to make an appropriate use of this framework are define in another ICAO Document. These processes are organized around a six step method. This method is performance based and we will see what this means in a few minutes. Meanwhile I would like to highlight that this methods allows the enhancement of the air navigation system based on local needs while ensuring global interoperability and harmonization of procedures.  



Main Purpose 

– High social visibility 
• Safety 
• Security  
• Environment 

– Medium social visibility: Operational 
• Capacity 
• Efficiency 
• Predictability 
• Flexibility 
• Cost- Effectiveness 

– Low social visibility: basis 
• Access and equity 
• Interoperability 
• Participation by the ATM community 

 

• ENHANCE THE PERFORMANCE OF THE AIR NAVIGATION SYSTEM 



COLLABORATION 
Global Air Navigation Planning 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is true that in order to succeed in this purpose, close collaboration among all the stakeholders is necessary



Collaboration is key to succeed 

• “No State or stakeholder left behind” 
– Regulators, air navigation service providers, aerodrome  
operators, airspace users 

 
• Advantages 

– Achievement expected results 
– Maximize benefits 
– Optimum use and allocation of resources 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Specially between regulators, air navigation service providers, including aerodrome operators and airspace users. In ICAO we have a great initiative I am sure you have heard about, No Country Left Behind initiative, however I want to call it, no country or stakeholder left behind. This collaboration is critical to achieve the expected results, maximize benefits, and optimize the use and allocation of resources. Collaboration will become even more critical in the coming future… 



LET’S TAKE A LOOK TO THE FUTURE 
Global Air Navigation Planning 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So let me take a look to the future….



An exciting future full of opportunities 

• Upper atmosphere 
– Balloons, RPAS, space activities 
– Single homogenous region 

• Low density areas 
– Different type of aircraft 
– Different missions 

• High density areas 
– Traffic will continue to increase 
– Same or enhanced level of performance expected 
 



Manned vs. unmanned traffic 

• + 362,000 aircraft 
• 23,000 airliners 
• Growth of 750 /year 

• + 4,000,000 drones 
• Expected 400k commercial 
• Growth of 150,000 /year 

UNIFLY | 2/11/2016 



Types of applications 



In a time of change… 

• Transformational change is needed 
– Information Management 

• Digital data MET, AI, FICE,… 
• Information exchange over IP 

 
 

– Management by trajectory 
• Time based management 
• Synchronization 
• Automation 



OPPORTUNITY 
Global Air Navigation Planning 



Central America -Caribbean 
• Aviation essential for further  development 
• Many small economies in the Caribbean, particularly the tourism-dependent 

economies, have been growing faster in the last three years. GDP growth rates in 2017 
averaged 1.7 percent in service-oriented economies. The Dominican Republic did even 
better, growing by an estimated 4.6 percent. Others did not fare so well. Belize, 
Suriname, and Trinidad and Tobago continue to face the aftershocks of the 2014 drop 
in world prices for oil and other commodities. 

• Agriculture, travel and tourism 
 

• Climate change and natural disasters 
 

• Reduce operation costs 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The economy of South America comprises approximately 410 million people living in twelve nations and three territories. It encompasses 6 percent of the world's population.After six years of growth deceleration, the Latin America and the Caribbean (LAC) region had resumed in 2017 what seemed to be a path of modest but increasing growth. Unfortunately, this much-anticipated path was not to be, as the region hit several bumps in the road, which reduced 2018 growth from the 1.8 projection to an estimated 0.7 percent.In particular, the macroeconomic crisis that hit Argentina in April 2018; the tepid recovery in Brazil after the major recession of 2015 and 2016; the anemic growth in Mexico in the midst of political uncertainty, and the continuing implosion of Venezuela’s economy all turned into a perfect storm that brought growth down in 2018 to a very modest rate of 0.7 percent.  (Excluding Venezuela, growth in the region also fell from 1.9 percent in 2017 to 1.4 in 2018.)  Among the large economies of the region, Colombia was the silver lining with a healthy growth rate of 2.7 percent.Unfortunately, growth prospects for 2019 (0.9 percent) show no real improvement over 2018, as a result of weak or negative growth in the three largest economies in the region – Brazil, Mexico, and Argentina – and a total collapse in Venezuela (with GDP projected to fall by almost 25 percent).Overall, South America – which represents more than 70 percent of LAC’s output – is expected to grow by only 0.4 percent in 2019.  In contrast, Central America and the Caribbean are expected to grow strongly at 3.4 and 3.2 percent, respectively. Mexico is expected to grow by 1.7 percent (down from 2.0 in 2018), reflecting mainly markets’ concerns about mixed signals regarding the course of future economic policy.The region’s main challenges include a mixed growth picture accompanied by a complex macro and external environment in several countries, an unparalleled wave of political change in 2018, and unprecedented flows of intra-regional migration. We are seeing large flows of intra-regional migration from both Venezuela and Central America. With growth slowing, many of those who escaped poverty are at risk of slipping back.External factors also pose a challenge for the region: Commodity prices – especially oil and copper – fell sharply at the end of 2018. Growth in China, the main commercial partner for several countries including Brazil and Peru, has slowed. Higher international interest rates, mainly due to ongoing monetary policy normalization in the United States, caused the dollar to appreciate and put pressure on emerging markets’ currencies.Growth alone won’t be enough to continue recent social gains and the reduction of LAC’s persistent inequality. To do so, the region needs to invest in people, particularly the poor. LAC continues to underperform in education: around one out of every three youth doesn’t finish high school.  Investment in education quality will play an important role in allowing the poor to contribute to and benefit from future economic growth.Latin America and the Caribbean is extremely exposed and vulnerable to many natural disasters, such as earthquakes, floods that can ravage entire regions, and hurricanes that devastate Caribbean states.  The region is among the most vulnerable due to high population density in the areas where these disasters strike and the need for better risk management practices. Fortunately, we are getting better at understanding and managing these risks. Examples supported by the Bank include the Pacific Alliance catastrophe bonds for earthquakes. In addition, risk sharing across countries through mechanisms such as the Caribbean Catastrophe Risk Insurance Facility (CCRIF) can provide readily-available funds for the recovery after a member country suffers a hurricane.



CONCLUSION 
Global Air Navigation Planning 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At ICAO, we continue to find new ways to evolve our approach in order to improve implementation, as well as become more efficient/effective.Given the dramatic growth that is predicted, and the emerging issues that I showed him the previous slides, compounded by growing risks from conflict zones and other challenges- including measures to mitigate the impact of aviation on the environment – we know that the status quo is not likely to serve as a successful recipe to sustain our enviable safety, capacity and efficiency record.  We don’t believe in a “big bang” in program delivery – instead, we expect accelerating evolution to deliver our solutions.



How? 

• Economic resources 

• Potential demand: a challenge but also an 
opportunity! 

• GANP 

• ICAO’s support! 

 

 



THANK YOU! 
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